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                                                                    Advanced Software Engineering
You Can Rely On

                                                                    We build custom software applications that empower enterprises to stand out among the competition
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                                    A Proud Partner Of Trusted Returns

                                                                            Logistics
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                                    Hotel Management Software

                                                                            Business tools, Hospitality
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                                    Quanta Future – CRM

                                                                            Business tools, Services
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                                    Building a Brand New Visidarbi.lv Job Portal and Aggregator

                                                                            Business tools, Recruitment
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                                    Hotel Cleaning Assistant cross-platform mobile app

                                                                            Business tools, Hospitality, Mobile App
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                                                                    Development process

                                                                    While the main stages outline the base workflow, the final process will be seamlessly adapted to Your case.
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                                                Identifying Your business and the processes

                                            

                                                                                        
                                                02

                                                Understanding Your needs and verifying if what You want to do is the Best you can do

                                            

                                                                                        
                                                03

                                                Developing concept and verifying with You

                                            

                                                                                        
                                                04

                                                Implementing solution
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                                                Testing and integrating
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                                                Releasing and providing support
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                                “We work very closely with the Arkbauer team and we really appreciate that they’ve allowed us to micromanage. Ours is a very productive relationship in that they bring in a lot of technical knowledge while we provide industry-specific input. They proactively contribute their ideas and possess great communication skills.”
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                                                                                                    Marc Dreyer

                                                                                                    CEO of HaDre GmbH
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                                “It’s not always possible to find a reliable, cooperative partner straight away; therefore we started to work with Arkbauer on small project. After our first project Arkbauer proved to be reliable experts in software development, who we can trust not to cause any headaches.”
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                                                                                                    Aivis Brodins

                                                                                                    CEO of CV-Online Latvia LTD
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                                “Arkbauer came up with the most appropriate solution for our case, as well as delivered the software confidently and quickly. We are satisfied with the service provided.”
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                                                                                                    Uldis Calpa

                                                                                                    System Analyst of Kurbads un Ko LTD
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                                “After looking at several different companies to outsource our software development project, we decided to work with Arkbauer. They asked us plenty of challenging questions about every aspect of the project, our expectations and desired results. The project ran incredibly smoothly, and the quality of the finished software is just outstanding.”
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                                                                                                    Nermin Ramic

                                                                                                    CEO of ESYNET Solutions GmbH & Co. KG
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                                “From the very first project, Andris and the team convinced us that they were the right choice with their commitment, competence and reliability. Even difficult challenges were resolved quickly and solutions implemented perfectly. We have been working with Arkbauer for several years now and greatly value their ability to communicate. We are always very pleased with their performance.”

                                                                    
                                                                                    
                                                                                                    Dirk Reuss

                                                                                                    Director IT of BIG Social Media GmbH
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                                “The Arkbauer team takes care of all our internal projects, which takes a big load off our shoulders and lets us focus on our own clients. Because we can’t dedicate much time to our own projects it’s essential we work with developers who understand our business, can think ahead, and work independently. We’re delighted to have found such a great partner, and one so adept at PHP development.”

                                                                    
                                                                                    
                                                                                                    Ivan Gartsev

                                                                                                    CEO of ZentralWeb GmbH
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                                “Arkbauer supported us during our search for a talented Angular JS developer. We really value their expertise and excellent service. We would like to take this opportunity to thank Arkbauer once again for their help and support.”

                                                                    
                                                                                    
                                                                                                    Holger Bergmann

                                                                                                    CEO of Bekast IT Consulting GmbH
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                                “I was looking for a reliable custom software development company that would work with us in a close relationship as a partner, not just a project-based vendor. Our online product and the business involves complicated workflows and requires a great deal of technical dedication. This is where Arkbauer came in. Since we started to work with Arkbauer, they became our only IT vendor, because of the relationship, reliability and technical excellence we now can enjoy.”
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                                                                                                    Marc Dreyer

                                                                                                    CEO of HaDre GmbH
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                                “Our user experience with the Arkbauer Team was spotless. Their ability to adjust to our special needs from the Travel industry was astonishing. Within no time, our so far ongoing problems were solved and we could finally concentrate on further development.”
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                                                                                                    Christina Winters

                                                                                                    Project manager of traveldesk GmbH
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                                “While I can’t compare Arkbauer SIA to other web development vendors, I’m satisfied with the experience. The team is responsive via Slack and a range of communication platforms. They also book meetings efficiently. Luckily, the time difference is only one hour. That short distance enabled the team to onboard at our office for two weeks. As a technical partner, they are highly skilled. Their software expertise is slightly ahead of mine. I enjoy talking to them about their past experience.”
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                                                                                                    Steven Welz

                                                                                                    CEO of Viato GmbH
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                                “Development of an automatic download Software, in order to eleminate the Manual work of downloading fiscal documents. Very good fulfillment of our expectations and proactive suggestions. No delay at time frame at all. No difference between financial proposal and final invoice. Communication – fast and easy to understand for “non-IT” people.”
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                                                                                                    Christian Stattrop

                                                                                                    CEO of Traveltime GmbH
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                                “The internal team is satisfied with the product and the vendor’s customer service. Arkbauer is a communicative and collaborative team. They have excellent project management skills and can execute a variety of requests.”
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                                                                                                    Linda Riekstina-Snore

                                                                                                    CEO of Snores LTD
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                                            Please agree with terms and conditions.                                            

                                        

                                                                    

                                                                    I agree to Arkbauer's Privacy Policy.

You must accept the terms and conditions before sending your message. *
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                                    Your message has been sent successfully.
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                Join our Pool of Experts!

If you are a technical person looking for permanent or freelance job opportunities and want to get informed about matching vacancies or projects at Arkbauer proactively, feel free to join our Pool of Experts (PoE) by filling out the application form!

                                    
                        Join our pool of experts!
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